Colored Jules Wool on the Web - Unique Hand Dyed Mohair Pattern

Colored Jules
Papillion Jacket
Description
Make yourself a unique & sheik butterfly
shaped sleeveless jacket using our hand
dyed mohair. The jacket is knitted
sideways, all in one piece, using 10mm
needles and garter stitch (plain knitting).

Size
Freeform garment that you can make in two
sizes –
Small/Medium for close fit (shown in
picture) or
Medium/Large with more drape/coverage
at front (pic on next page)

Tension

Approx. 10sts to 10cm. Don't worry too
much

Materials
300gms Colored Jules Hand Dyed Mohair (12ply)
1 pair 10mm knitting needles
1 6mm crochet hook or darning needle

Abbreviations
st. = stitch sts. = stitches k = knit 2tog = knit 2 sts together Increase =
Knit into front of st. and then into back of st. before taking it off the needle.
Decrease = knit 2tog.

Pattern
IMPORTANT—Wind hanks of yarn into balls. When knitting, knit two
rows from one ball, and two from another ball to blend the colours,
otherwise you will wind up with a sudden colour change in your
garment.
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Cast on 15sts.
Next and following rows: Increase each
end (ie. in first stitch and last stitch) of every
row until you have 45sts.
Next row: Knit
Next row: Increase each end (ie. in first
stitch and last stitch) of row.
*For Medium/large size – follow
instructions in brackets ( )
Repeat last two rows until you have 89
(91)sts.
Make Armhole
Knit 35 (36)st, cast off 19sts very loosely. If you do not cast off loosely your
armhole will be too tight. (HINT – do not wrap your yarn around your fingers,
this will take the tension off. Just pick it up and place it over the needle instead.)
Knit remaining sts.
Next Row: Knit 35 (36)sts. Turn needle and cast on 19sts. very loosely. Turn
needle and knit remaining sts.
Knit till work measures 22 (25)cm from
armhole slit.
Make another armhole the same as above.
Decrease each end of every 2nd row (ie. in
first stitch and last stitch) until you have
45sts.
Decrease each end (ie. in first stitch and last
stitch) of every row until you have 15st.
Cast off.
Double crochet around armhole edges. If
you cannot crochet, just blanket stitch
around armholes to make them firm.
Darn in ends.
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